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Abstract— This paper considers Bayesian persuasion for
routing games where information about the uncertain state
of the network is provided by a traffic information system
(TIS) using public signals. In this setup, the TIS commits
to a signalling scheme and participants form a posterior
belief about the state of the network based on prior beliefs and received signal. They subsequently select routes
minimizing their individual expected travel time under their
posterior beliefs, giving rise to a Wardrop equilibrium. We
investigate how the TIS can infer the prior beliefs held by
the participants by designing suitable signalling schemes,
and observing the equilibrium flows under different signals.
We show that under mild conditions a signalling scheme
that allows for exact inference of the prior exists. We then
provide an iterative algorithm that finds such a scheme
in a finite number of steps. Finally, we show how in the
simplified 2-road, 2-state case such a scheme can be
constructed without the need for a sequential procedure.
Several examples illustrate our results.
Index Terms— Bayesian persuasion; Inferring prior; Network routing game; Public signalling.

I. I NTRODUCTION

R

ECENT years have seen increased utilization of traffic
information systems (TISs) such as Google maps and
Waze by users of traffic networks. While TISs can cause unprecedented congestions and pose various challenges for traffic
management [1], they also carry with them the opportunity of
information design, where information about the current state
of the traffic is strategically revealed in order to minimize
congestion. For instance, in some cases the travel time of all
participants is reduced when information about certain routes
is not shared with them [2].
A fitting framework for studying the effects of information
on decision making is Bayesian persuasion [3]. As applied to
the routing context, in this framework the network is assumed
to be in one of several possible states, each representing for
instance the presence or absence of road congestion, accidents,
or weather events. The participants are assumed to have a
prior belief about the probability of each state occurring.
The TIS releases information about the state using a set of
messages or signals and in this way influences the posterior
belief formed by the participants. Subsequently, participants
select routes that minimize the expected travel cost in a selfish
manner under the posterior belief, i.e., they route according
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to a Wardrop equilibrium. In the above explained framework,
the TIS can influence the flow by carefully designing the
map between states to messages, also known as the signalling
scheme. The effects of such a design naturally depend on the
prior of the participants. However, the TIS may not know this
prior in advance, presenting a problem for the implementation
of this method. For instance, when aiming to minimize the
total travel time of all participants, any error in the estimation
of the prior by the TIS can result in decreased performance.
The aim of this paper is to address this problem by studying
how the prior of a population influences the Wardrop equilibrium, and how information about the prior can be inferred from
observing the equilibrium flows under a signalling scheme.
Literature review: The Bayesian persuasion framework [3]
for information design is adapted to the network routing setup
in several recent works. In [4] the potential of information
design to reduce travel times is show-cased for two common
examples, in [5] the cost-performance of incentive-compatible
signalling schemes are studied in comparison to socially
optimal solutions, and in [6], [7] the relative performance of
different strategies of information design, such as public and
private signalling, are obtained. Instead of assuming that all
users participate in persuasion, the works [8], [9] determine
optimal information provision for heterogeneous population,
where a part of the users do not “trust” the TIS. Recent works
also investigate the possible pitfalls of information provision
by TISs. For example, [10], [11] explore inefficiencies caused
by competing TISs; [2] highlights how knowing more routes
can cause more congestion, revealing informational Braess’s
paradox; and [12] demonstrates oscillating traffic behaviour
when information about travel-times is available in real time.
The viewpoint adapted in our paper of learning private
preferences, such as the prior, about users in a routing setup is
similar in spirit to [13] and [14]. In the former, the problem of
estimating the learning rate of the population that employs a
mirror descent algorithm to adapt route choices is considered,
and in the latter, learning of the cost functions of the roads
is studied. In a broader context, [15] investigates incentive
design for set of noncooperative agents by learning the cost
functions that govern their decisions. Our work is partly related
to learning in routing games, where a lot of focus is on
learning from the perspective of participants, see [16], [17]
and references therein. The work [18] looks at a Bayesian
framework and explores how participants learn about the state
of the network in a repeated play. It is worth noting that none
of the works look at the problem of learning preferences or
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biases inherently present in decisions of users in the context
of information design.
Finally, we note that a popular alternative to information
design for influencing flows in a traffic network is incentive
design. For routing games, this area focuses on how tolls
and subsidies can be used to influence the behavior of traffic
participants, see [19] and references therein.
Setup and contributions: We study non-atomic routing
games over a network with a single origin and destination
connected by parallel roads. The network can exist in one of
a finite number of possible states and each road is associated
with an affine cost function that differs per state of the network. Traffic participants rely on a traffic information system
(TIS) to supply information about the current state of the
system. The TIS commits in advance to a signalling scheme
which is known to the participants and which determines the
probability with which the TIS sends a particular signal to all
participants when a state is realized. This framework is commonly known as public signalling as everyone gets the same
signal. On receiving a signal, users form a Bayesian posterior
belief about the state of the network using the prior belief and
the signalling scheme employed by the TIS. Subsequently, the
flow induced by user decisions is the Wardrop equilibrium with
respect to the expected costs under the posterior. The aim of
this paper is to investigate how and when the TIS can infer
exactly the prior by observing the equilibrium flows under
different signals. In Section II we motivate the advantage of
knowing the prior with an example showing that an error in
the estimate of the prior can lead to an increase in social cost.
The main contributions of this paper are:
(i) We show that the set of posterior beliefs resulting in
identical Wardrop equilibria is compact and convex.
(ii) Using a constructive proof, we show that under mild conditions there always exists a signalling scheme employing
as many signals as there are states that will allow the TIS
to exactly determine the prior.
(iii) We give an iterative procedure, terminating in a finite
number of steps, that finds a signalling scheme allowing
the TIS to determine the prior. The procedure uses the
observation of equilibrium flow in each iteration.
(iv) For the simplified case with two states and two roads, we
show how a scheme suitable for determining the prior can
be designed without the need for an iterative procedure.
We provide examples throughout the paper to better illustrate
the technical exposition.
Organization: The routing model and the motivating example are presented in Section II. The existence and design of a
signalling scheme that can infer the prior exactly are studied
in Section III. The special case of 2-road 2-state network
is investigated in Section IV. And finally, conclusions are
summarized in Section V.
Notation: We use the notation [n] := {1, 2, · · · , n}. For a
vector x ∈ Rn , the i-th component is denoted as xi , and
the Euclidean 2-norm is written asPkxk. Given a λ > 0,
we define ∆nλ := {x ∈ Rn≥0 |
i∈[n] xi = λ}. For a
matrix A ∈ Rn×m the (i, j)-th element is denoted as Aij .
The space of n × m columnPstochastic matrices is written as
CS(n, m) = {A ∈ Rn×m
| i∈[n] Aij = 1 for all j ∈ [m]}.
≥0

II. M ODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider a network consisting of a set R := [n] of n parallel
roads connecting a source to a destination. For notational
convenience and without loss of generality, we assume that
a unit amount of traffic needs to be routed from the source to
the destination. The amount of traffic that uses the road i ∈ [n]
is denoted as fi ∈ R≥0 and is referred to as the flow on road
i. Taken together, the flows on all different roads give rise to
a vector f ∈ Rn≥0 which is called the flow. The set of feasible
flows is then given by
n
o
X
H := f ∈ Rn≥0 |
fi = 1 .
(1)
i∈[n]

At any instant, the network can be in one of a finite number of
states. This can model, for instance, the presence or absence of
an accident on a road, or varying weather conditions. The set
of states is denoted by Θ := {θ1 , · · · , θm }. In any state θk ∈ Θ
each road i ∈ [n] has a cost function Ciθk : R≥0 → R≥0 ,
fi → Ciθk (fi ) associated to it, which is given by
Ciθk (fi ) := αik fi + βik ,

(2)

for some known constants αik ∈ R>0 and βik ∈ R≥0 .
We consider a Bayesian setting, where the users of the
network are assumed to have a prior belief q ∈ ∆m
1 regarding
the probability distribution of the state in which the network
operates at any instant. That is, qk is the probability with which
the users believe the network will be in state θk , given that
they have received no additional information. For p ∈ Rm , the
weighted cost under p of traversing a road i ∈ [n] is given by
X
Cip (fi ) :=
pk Ciθk (fi ).
k∈[m]

∆m
1 ,

When p ∈
i.e., when p is a probability distribution, we
call this the expected cost under p. For notational convenience,
we define the following:
C := {Ciθk }i∈[n],k∈[m] ,
>
Ci (fi ) := Ciθ1 (fi ), · · · , Ciθm (fi ) ,
>
C p (f ) := C1p (f1 ), · · · , Cnp (fn ) .
Here C denotes the set of all cost functions, Ci is the vector
of the cost functions associated to road i per state, and C p is
the vector of weighted costs under p per road.
For a given a probability distribution p over the states Θ,
we assume that the users aim to minimize their own expected
cost of traveling, where the expectation is taken with respect
to the distribution p. To formalize the flow resulting from such
rational decision-making of users, we define the following
notion of Wardrop equilibrium:
Definition II.1. (p-WE): Given a set of roads R, states Θ,
cost functions C and a probability distribution p ∈ ∆m
1 , the
flow f p is said to be a p-based Wardrop equilibrium (p-WE)
if f p ∈ H and for all i ∈ R such that fip > 0 we have
Cip (fip ) ≤ Cjp (fjp ) for all j ∈ R.
p

(3)

We will sometimes refer to the p-WE f as the flow, or
the WE, induced by the distribution p. The intuition behind
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this notion of Wardrop equilibirum is that when the flow is
in p-WE, a single driver cannot decrease her expected cost
by changing her routing decision. For H given by (1) and
cost functions of the form (2) with αik > 0, the p-WE is
unique [20, Theorem 2.3.3]. When no additional information
regarding the state of the network is available to the users, the
flow is assumed to depend on the prior q, and is given by the
q-WE, denoted as f q .
Note that, under the assumptions on C and H, a flow f p
is a p-WE if and only if it is the solution of a variational
inequality (VI) problem. For a given map F and set K the
associated VI problem VI(F, K) is to find f ∗ ∈ K satisfying
(f − f ∗ )> F (f ∗ ) ≥ 0

for all f ∈ K.

p

(4)
p

Following [21], f is the unique solution of VI(C , H).
The last part of the model is a traffic information system
(TIS), that observes the state θk of the network at any instant,
and subsequently supplies information about this state to the
drivers. The TIS has a set of signals S := {ζ 1 , · · · , ζ s } from
which it chooses one to send to the users at any instant of
the game. Before the traffic is routed, the TIS commits to a
signalling scheme Φ : Θ 7→ ∆s1 . Each state θk is mapped by
Φ to a probability vector Φ(θk ) := φθk ∈ ∆s1 . After observing
state θk , the TIS randomly draws a signal from S to send to
the participants, where the probability of sending signal ζ v is
given by the v-th element of φθk . In our setting all participants
receive the same signal, which is known as public signalling.
Note that the signalling scheme Φ can be represented as a
s×m column stochastic matrix; that is, Φ ∈ CS(s, m), with the
(v, k)-th entry, denoted φvk , giving the probability of sending
signal ζ v after observing state θk . We will adhere to this matrix
representation of Φ throughout the paper.
After receiving a signal ζ v , the users update their belief
about the state of the network by forming a posterior q̃ using
Bayes’ rule:
φv qk
P[ζ v |θk ]qk
=P k v ,
v
`∈[m] P[ζ |θl ]ql
`∈[m] φ` q`

q̃k = P[θk |ζ v ] = P

(5)

for all k ∈ [s], where P[θk |ζ v ] is the probability of the network
being in state θk having received the signal ζ v and P[ζ v |θk ]
is the probability of sending signal ζ v after observing state
θk . The resulting flow is then assumed to be the q̃-based
Wardrop equilibrium. Throughout this paper we will use q to
v
denote the prior, q ζ to denote the posterior with respect to the
signal ζ v , and use q̃ when the signal is clear from the context.
v
The associated WE flows will be denoted as f q , f ζ , and f q̃
respectively. We will use the notation f θk for the pθk -based
WE, where the distribution pθk is defined by pθkk = 1. That
is, this is the traditional WE with the cost functions given by
{Ciθk }i∈R . Note that when qk = 0 for some k ∈ [m], despite
the TIS observing state θk , it is possible that q̃` is ill-defined
for some ` ∈ [m] as it may involve division by zero. In order
to avoid this issue, we assume that qk > 0 for all k ∈ [m].
A. Main idea and motivating example
The setup we have introduced here is an adaptation of
the Bayesian persuasion framework, as introduced in [3], to
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ple network.

Fig. 1: An illustration (see Example II.2) of how wrongly estimating
the prior q can affect the ability of the TIS to reduce the long-term
average social cost.

routing games. This model has received growing attention in
recent years, often focused on the analysis and derivation of
signalling schemes that maximize social welfare [4], [8], [22].
A common assumption in this context is that the prior belief
of the population is known to the TIS, see e.g., [8], [10].
However, it is realistic to see the prior as an empirical estimate
of the true distribution of the states formed by the users,
based on observations made in previous instances of the game.
The TIS can observe the state directly in each instance, and
can therefore form a relatively accurate estimate of the true
distribution as a result. Drivers can only observe the travel time
on the roads they traverse, and may also have preferences that
introduce biases into their estimate. As a result, the prior of
the population may differ from the true distribution and in that
case it will not be known beforehand by the TIS. In this paper
we aim to show how a TIS can gain information about the
prior by observing equilibrium flows. Before moving on to the
results we briefly discuss a motivating example showing how
for a TIS that aims to design a signalling scheme to minimize
social cost, a mismatch between the prior of the population
and the estimate of that prior made by that TIS can lead to an
increase in social cost.
Example II.2. (Motivating example): Consider a network with
two nodes, the origin vo and destination vd , and two parallel
roads going from vo to vd as depicted in Figure 1a. The
network can be in two states, and the cost functions of the
roads in these states are
1
C1θ1 (f1 ) = C1θ2 (f1 ) = 2f1 + ,
2
C2θ1 (f2 ) = 0, and C2θ2 (f2 ) = 1.
Since C2θ1 and C2θ2 are constant functions, strictly speaking
these do not belong to the class of functions defined in (2).
However, slightly increasing α21 and α22 will remedy this without qualitatively changing the results. We have not done it here
to preserve the simplicity of the example. The probability distribution of states θ1 and θ2 is given by ptrue = (ptrue
, ptrue
),
1
2
true
where θ1 occurs with probability p1 = 0.5 and θ2 occurs
with probability ptrue
= 1 − ptrue
. The distribution ptrue is
2
1
assumed to be known to the TIS. The goal of the TIS is to
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minimize the long-term average social cost, which is a function
of the signalling scheme. For a general network, given the prior
belief q, the state θk and a message ζ v , the incurred social cost
is given by
X ζv θ ζv
Jqstage (ζ v , θk ) :=
fi Ci k (fi ),
i∈[n]
ζv

v

where f is the WE under the posterior q ζ . Note that the
v
dependence on q is through the term f ζ , which depends on
the posterior formed after receiving the signal ζ v , which in turn
depends on q. The long-term average cost will be the sum of
Jqstage (ζ v , θk ) over all possible combinations of signals ζ v and
states θk , weighted by the probability ptrue
that θk occurs, and
k
the probability φvk of signal ζ v being send when θk occurs.
This will therefore depend on the number of signals that the
scheme employs. However, in [22, Proposition 3] it is shown
that a public signalling scheme Φ ∈ CS(s, m) needs no more
than m signals to achieve the optimum and therefore we set
s = m. Summarizing this, the long-term average cost that the
TIS tries to minimize is given by
X X
X ζv θ ζv
v
Jq (Φ) :=
ptrue
fi Ci k (fi ).
k φk
k∈[m] v∈[m]

i∈[n]

When the TIS knows the prior belief q, it aims to find a
scheme Φ that minimizes Jq (Φ). When the TIS does not
know this prior belief, it assumes it to be same as the the
probability distribution of states ptrue , and therefore employs
a signalling scheme Φ that minimizes Jptrue (Φ). Whenever
q 6= ptrue , designing a signalling scheme using the estimate
q̂ = ptrue can increase the social cost. This we show in
Figure 1b. The blue line shows the long-term average cost
of the game when the TIS uses the estimate of the prior as
q̂ = ptrue and employs a signalling scheme that minimizes
Jptrue . The horizontal axis in the plot depicts the prior held
by the users and since we only consider two states, it is
completely specified by the first component q1 of the twodimensional vector q. The dashed orange line shows the cost
achieved when the TIS uses the exact knowledge of q and
employs an optimal signalling scheme minimizing Jq . We
see that the TIS with full knowledge performs better, with
the difference becoming more pronounced as q moves further
away from ptrue .
•
The above example highlights the need for the TIS to
accurately know the prior in order to find the optimal scheme
minimizing social cost. Motivated by this fact, the following
section discusses how observations of Wardrop equilibria, and
knowledge of the signalling scheme Φ can be used by the
TIS to infer the prior q. Section IV refines our results for the
particular class of cases having two roads and two states.
III. I NFERRING THE PRIOR : G ENERAL CASE
In this section we study how observations of Wardrop equilibria can be used to obtain information about the prior.Section
III-A investigates the relationship between a distribution and
the associated WE. In Section III-B we use the gained insights
to show that under very mild conditions, there always exists a
signalling scheme allowing for the identification of the prior.

After this, in Section III-C we give a procedure for sequentially
updating a given signalling scheme in order to find a scheme
allowing for the identification of the prior. At the end of
Section III-C we provide an illustrative example.
We will start by briefly introducing the intuition behind the
ideas presented in this section. Consider the case where the
TIS provides no information to the users and so, the resulting
flow is f q as players base their routing choices on the prior.1
From Definition II.1 we know that f q satisfies (3) where p
is replaced by q. Specifically, if there exist two roads i and
j, i 6= j such that fiq > 0 and fjq > 0, then we have
Ciq (fiq ) = Cjq (fjq ), that is,
>
(6)
Ci (fiq ) − Cj (fjq ) q = 0,
>
where we recall that Ci (fiq ) := Ciθ1 (fiq ), · · · , Ciθm (fiq )
for any i ∈ R. Thus, we arrive at an equality constraint which
q necessarily satisfies. The number of linearly independent
equality constraints on q that we can derive in this way is
upper bounded by nq − 1, where nq is the number of roads
q
i for which
Pfi > 0. In addition to these, we also have the
constraint k∈[m] qk = 1, which is linearly independent from
constraints of the form given in (6).2 Thus, we find at most
nq independent equality constraints on q. We may find less,
when there are dependencies between the constraints, while in
order to uniquely determine q, we need m such constraints.
If the flow f q does not allow us to determine q uniquely,
we can use a public signalling scheme Φ to induce different
posteriors. These posteriors will lead to different equilibrium
flows resulting in different constraints on q. If for a signal
ζ v the resulting posterior q̃ induces a flow f q̃ with fiq̃ > 0,
fjq̃ > 0 for some i 6= j ∈ [n] then this flow must satisfy
>
Ci (fiq̃ ) − Cj (fjq̃ ) q̃ = 0.
Using (5) we can write this equivalently as
X


φvk Ciθk (fiq̃ ) − Cjθk (fjq̃ ) qk = 0,

(7)

k∈[m]

where the denominator has been dropped, since it the same
for each term in the summation. As was true for the prior,
when more than two roads have non-zero flow, more than
one equality constraint of this form may be obtained from
observing f q̃ . Note that when Ciθk (fiq̃ ) − Cjθk (fjq̃ ) = 0 for all
k, the constraint in (7) does not impose any restrictions on
q. We will call a constraint of the form (7) informative when
it does impose restrictions on q. For a signalling scheme Φ
we denote the set of all priors satisfying all obtained equality
constraints from all signals as
v

v

ζ
ζ
QΦ ={q ∈ ∆m
1 | ∀v ∈ [s], i, j ∈ [n] such that fi , fj > 0,
X

v
φvk Ciθk (fiq̃ ) − Cjθk (fjq̃ ) qk = 0, q̃ = q ζ , }.
k∈[m]
1 The same situation can be achieved by using a signalling scheme which
supplies no information, for instance by setting φvk = 1s for all v, k.
2 An intuitive way to see this is as follows. For any q that satisfies a
constraint of the form (6), it is clear that cq will satisfy theP
same constraint
for any c ∈ R. This is clearly not the case for the constraint k∈[m] qk = 1
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We give the following definition:

1

Definition III.1. (q-identifying signalling scheme): Given a
set of roads R, states Θ, cost functions C, and a prior q ∈ ∆m
1 ,
a signalling scheme Φ ∈ CS(s, m) is called q-identifying if the
set QΦ = {q}.
The main focus of this paper is addressing the question
“How can we design Φ so as to ensure that it is q-identifying?”
Before we can discuss this however, we will first investigate
the relation between the distribution p and the flow f p .
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A. Probability distribution and equilibrium
Our results build upon the upcoming lemma and the proposition that follows. The lemma shows that in our setting f p
depends in a continuous manner on p.
Lemma III.2. (Continuity of p-WE): Let R, Θ, and C be
given. For every  > 0, there exists a δ > 0 such that for any
two distributions ρ, ϕ ∈ ∆m
1 , we have
ρ

(a) A graph showing the relationship between the p-WE and
the distribution p for a 2-road, 2-state scenario.

4-road, 2-state p-WE for different distributions

1

0.8
0.6

ϕ

kρ − ϕk < δ ⇒ kf − f k < .
0.4

In other words, the p-WE f p depends in a continuous manner
on the distribution p.
Proof. The result is a consequence of Corollary 5.5.12 in [20].
To see this, note that, as previously mentioned, the p-WE
can be equivalently defined as the solution of a variational
inequality (VI) defined by the expected cost C p and the set
H. For a variational inequality problem VI(F, K) defined by
a continuous map F and a compact set K, the cited result
from [20] states that for any  > 0 there exists a δ > 0 such
that for any map G satisfying kG(x) − F (x)k < δ(1 + kxk)
for all x ∈ K, the solution set of VI(G, K) is  close to that of
VI(F, K). In our case, Cp is a continuous map, varying p can
be seen as a perturbation to the cost C p which satisfies the
given condition, and the set H is compact. Thus, continuity
follows from the cited Corollary in [20].

In the next result we show that when two different distributions induce the same WE, then any convex combination of
these distributions will result in the same WE.
Proposition III.3. (Distribution set corresponding to a p-WE
is convex): Let R, Θ, and C be given and let f˜ ∈ ∆n1 . The set
of distributions p such that f p = f˜ is compact and convex.
p
˜
Proof. For any distribution p ∈ ∆m
1 we have f = f if and
only if (3) is satisfied; i.e., if and only if the following holds:

Cip (f˜i ) = Cjp (f˜j ) for all i, j such that
Cip (f˜i ) ≤ Cjp (f˜j ) for all i, j such that

f˜i , f˜j > 0,
(8)
f˜i > 0, f˜j = 0.

Let the matrix-valued map C mat : ∆n1 → Rn×m
be defined as
≥0
 θ1

C1 (f1 ) C1θ2 (f1 ) . . . C1θm (f1 )
 C θ1 (f2 ) C θ2 (f2 ) . . . C θm (f2 ) 
2
2

 2
C mat (f ) := 
.
.
.
..
.
.


.
.
.
Cnθ1 (fn ) Cnθ2 (fn ) . . .

Cnθm (fn )
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(b) A graph showing the relationship between the p-WE and
the distribution p for a 4-road, 2-state scenario.

Fig. 2: Plots illustrating the regions of constant p-WE for cases
discussed in Example III.4.

Then, C p (f˜) = C mat (f˜)p and so (8) can be rewritten as

Cimat (f˜) − Cjmat (f˜) p = 0 ∀i, j with f˜i , f˜j > 0,
(9)

Cimat (f˜) − Cjmat (f˜) p ≤ 0 ∀i, j with f˜i > 0, f˜j = 0,
where Cimat (f˜) denotes the i-th row of C mat (f˜). Since f˜ is
fixed, C mat (f˜) is fixed, and we see that (9) imposes a number
of affine equality and inequality constraints on p. In addition
we have that ∆m
1 is a compact and convex set. Therefore the
intersection between ∆m
1 and the set of distributions satisfying
(9) is compact and convex, and it follows that the set of all
p
˜

p ∈ ∆m
1 such that f = f is compact and convex.
We illustrate the implications of Proposition III.3 using the
following examples.
Example III.4. (Demonstration of Proposition III.3): Consider
a 2-road, 2-state network, with cost functions given by
C1θ1 (f2 ) = 0.8f2 + 0.7,

C1θ2 (f2 ) = 0.1f2 + 0.2,

C2θ1 (f1 ) = 0.3f1 + 0.2,

C2θ2 (f1 ) = 0.5f1 + 0.5.

Figure 2a shows the relationship between the p-WE and
the distribution p. Note that since there are only two states
p2 = 1 − p1 . Therefire a distribution p is defined completely
by p1 . The figure shows that the p-WE remains constant with
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respect to p1 in two convex regions, namely when p1 ≤ 0.133
and when p1 ≥ 0.8. In addition the p-WE for one of these
regions is f p = f θ1 = (1, 0)> and in the other region we
have f p = f θ2 = (0, 1)> . This last property always holds for
a 2-road, 2-state case, which is shown in Section IV.
Next we consider a 4-road, 2-state network, with the following cost functions:
C1θ1 (f1 ) = f1 + 1,

C1θ2 (f1 ) = 0.4f1 + 4,

C2θ1 (f2 ) = 0.5f2 + 1.7,

C2θ2 (f2 ) = 0.5f2 + 1.7,

C3θ1 (f3 )
C4θ1 (f4 )

C3θ2 (f3 )
C4θ2 (f4 )

= 0.4f3 + 1.8,
= 0.4f4 + 3.5,

= 0.4f3 + 1.8,

(10)

= 0.6f4 + 1.

Figure 2b shows the dependency between the distribution and
the WE. We see that the situation has changed compared to
the 2-road, 2-state case. Here we find a region in which the
p-WE remains constant while not being equal to f θ1 or f θ2
or having all flows on one road. We do see that the sets of
distributions in which the p-WE remains constant are convex,
which is in line with Proposition III.3.
Although it is perhaps not directly apparent from Proposition III.3, a consequence of that result is that for any distribution which is not in a convex set where the p-WE remains
constant, the associated p-WE is unique to that distribution.
When such a flow is observed, we can derive the unique
distribution which induced it. If a p-WE is observed that can
be induced by multiple distributions, we can at best limit the
distribution that induced the flow lies to a set. Thus regions
of ∆m
1 where the p-WE remains constant are less helpful
in identifying q, and should be avoided if possible, when
attempting to design a q-identifying signalling scheme.
•
B. Existence of a sufficient signalling scheme
Here we discuss the existence of signalling schemes that
allow the TIS to identify q. Our strategy involves first showing
existence for the simplified case where Θ = {θ1 , θ2 }. We later
use this result for the more general case Θ = {θ1 , · · · , θm },
m ∈ N by designing our signalling scheme Φ in such a way
that the resulting posteriors only assign positive probability to
exactly two states. In the case Θ = {θ1 , θ2 }, since we already
have the equality q1 + q2 = 1, we only need to find one
other equality constraint on q to indentify it uniquely. In order
to find it, it is necessary to induce a posterior which results
in a positive flow on at least two roads. Note however, that
this condition is not sufficient, since, as mentioned before, an
equality constraint is not necessarily informative. For instance,
consider a case where for the signal ζ v and roads i, j ∈ [n]
with positive flow fi , fj > 0 we have


φv1 Ciθ1 (fiq̃ ) − Cjθ1 (fjq̃ ) = φv2 Ciθ2 (fiq̃ ) − Cjθ2 (fjq̃ ) = 0.
Then (7) is satisfied for any q and even though fi , fj > 0, this
fact does not result in an informative equality constraint on q.
In order to avoid such scenarios, we define the informative
flow set Finf , or informative set for short, as
Finf := {f ∈ ∆n1 \{f θ2 } | ∃i ∈ [n] such that fiθ1 > fi > 0}. (11)
The set Finf is the set of all flows f ∈ ∆n1 such that there
is at least one road i ∈ [n] with positive flow fi > 0 strictly

the flow f θ2 . Since we have
less than fiθ1 , where
P
P we excluded
θ1
θ1
j∈R fj = 1 =
j∈R fj and fj , fj ≥ 0 for all j ∈ [n] it
follows that for any f ∈ Finf there must also exist a road j
such that fj > fjθ1 . It is this property of flows in Finf , together
with the fact that the cost functions in C are strictly increasing
that will allow us to prove that if a posterior q̃ results in a flow
f q̃ ∈ Finf , then we obtain an informative constraint on q. This
will be proven in Proposition III.7 at the end of this section.
Remark III.5. (Sufficiency of Finf ): It is important to note
here that it not necessary for a flow f q̃ to lie in Finf in order to
supply an informative equality constraint on q. For the 4-road,
2-state network in Example III.4 we highlighted the regions
where f p ∈ Finf in Figure 3. Any flow f p that can only
be induced by a unique distribution p will, when observed,
necessarily give informative constraints on p. However, we see
that the region where f p ∈ Finf does not cover all distributions
for which f p is unique with respect to p. The set Finf will
however be of special import in the coming results because
under mild assumptions, we can identify conditions that allow
the flow induced by a signal to be contained in Finf .
•
4-road, 2-state p-WE for different distributions

1

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0
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0.4
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1

Fig. 3: Plot illustrating the regions of constant p-WE for the 4-road,
2-state case in Example III.4. Note that at p1 = 1 (resp. p1 = 0) we
have f p = f θ1 (resp. f p = f θ2 ). The shaded region of the graph
shows the set of distributions for which f p ∈ Finf , with Finf defined
as in (11).

The next result considers the case Θ = {θ1 , θ2 }, and shows
the existence of a convex set of distributions p with nonempty
relative interior that results in flows f p ∈ Finf . This will be
useful for the general case with more than two states, since we
can design a signalling scheme in such a way that each signal
induces a posterior assigning positive probability to only two
states, allowing us to use this result for the 2-state case.
Lemma III.6. (Distributions leading to Finf ): Let R, Θ, and
C be given, where Θ = {θ1 , θ2 } and let f θ1 6= f θ2 . Then,
there exist probability distributions ρ 6= ϕ such that for any
pλ = λρ + (1 − λ)ϕ, λ ∈ (0, 1), and pµ = µpθ1 + (1 − µ)ρ,
µ ∈ [0, 1] we have
f pλ ∈ Finf ,
f pµ = f θ 1 ,
where Finf is given in (11).
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Proof. We first note that a distribution p ∈ ∆21 is completely
defined by the value p1 . Using this, pθ1 is defined by pθ11 = 1,
and we recall that f θ1 is the corresponding pθ1 -WE. Likewise
pθ2 is defined by pθ12 = 0 and f θ2 is the corresponding
pθ2 -WE. The first step is to find the distribution ρ.
From Proposition III.3 we know that the set
{p ∈ ∆21 | f p = f θ1 } is compact and convex. Since f θ2 6= f θ1
this implies that there exist a value c > 0 such that for any
p ∈ ∆21 , p1 ≥ c implies f p = f θ1 and p1 < c implies
f p 6= f θ1 . We set ρ = (c, 1 − c). This already shows
f µp = f θ1 for all µ ∈ [0, 1].
Now we show that there exist a value ϕ1 < ρ1 such that
for any distribution p = (p1 , 1 − p1 ) with p1 ∈ (ϕ1 , ρ1 )
we have f p ∈ Finf . To do so, we define the function
H(p) := kf θ1 − f p k. From Lemma III.2 we know that f p
changes continuously with respect to p. It follows that H
is a continuous function. Consequently we have that for any
 > 0 there exists a δ > 0 such that kρ − pk < δ implies
kH(ρ) − H(p)k < . Note that since f ρ = f θ1 we have
H(ρ) = 0, so kH(ρ) − H(p)k <  simplifies to kH(p)k < .
Next we will show that there exists 1 > 0 such that when
fp ∈
/ Finf ∪ {f θ1 }, then H(p) ≥ 1 .
Let c1 := min{(fiθ1 )1/2 | fiθ1 > 0, i ∈ [n]}. Consider
a p and corresponding flow f p such that f p ∈
/ {f θ1 , f θ2 }.
p
n
Since f ∈ ∆1 , it follows that there exists an i ∈ [n]
such that fip < fiθ1 . In addition, if f p ∈
/ Finf , then
fip = 0 by definition.
Consequently,
H(p)
>
c1 . We write

c2 := H (0, 1) = kf θ1 − f θ2 k > 0, where the strict inequality holds since f θ1 6= f θ2 . Thus we have
fp ∈
/ Finf ∪ {f θ1 } ⇒ H(p) ≥ c1 ≥ min(c1 , c2 ) > 0. (12)
Setting 1 = min(c1 , c2 ) we have H(p) ≥ 1 whenever
fp ∈
/ Finf ∪ {f θ1 }. By the continuity of H there exists a
δ > 0 such that kρ − pk < δ implies kH(p)k < 1 . Now
set ϕ = (ϕ1 , 1 − ϕ1 ) with ϕ1 := ( 2δ )1/2 . For any distribution
p1 ∈ (ϕ1 , ρ1 ), we have kp − ρk < δ and so H(p) < 1 .
Consequently, f p ∈ Finf ∪ {f θ1 }. Since p1 < ρ1 , f p 6= f θ1
and so f p ∈ Finf . This completes the proof.

Figure 3 can help us gain some intuition about the implications of Lemma III.6. Under the given assumptions, the result
proves the existence of a set of distributions for which the
induced flow is equal to f θ1 , which in Figure 3 we see is the
singleton set {(0, 1)}. The result then shows that at a distance
of zero from this set, there is a convex set of distributions for
which the induced flow is in Finf . In Figure 3 this would be all
distributions inducing a flow in the rightmost shaded region.
We next present the main result of this section. In it we
make use of Lemma III.6 to design a signalling scheme for
which all but one of the signals gives an equality constraint on
the prior, showing that there always exists a signalling scheme
using m messages that is q-identifying.
Proposition III.7. (Existence of q-identifying signalling
scheme): Let R, Θ, C and q be given, and assume
that f θ1 6= f θ2 .3 Then, there exists a signalling scheme
Φ ∈ CS(m, m) of m messages that is q-identifying.
3 By relabeling the states we can see that this assumption is equivalent to
assuming that there are at least two states θk , θ` ∈ Θ such that f θk 6= f θ` .

Proof. Our proof will be constructive. Recall the matrix
notation of the signalling scheme, that is, Φ = (φvk )v,k∈[m] ,
where φvk is the (v, k)-th entry of the matrix and denotes the
probability of sending signal ζ v under the state θk . We will
proceed row-by-row starting from the second row of Φ.
Step 1: Constructing the second row: Set φ2k = 0 for all
k ∈ [m] \ {1, 2}. Using (5) we obtain the posterior distribution
under the message ζ 2 as
2

q1ζ =
2
qkζ

φ21 q1
,
φ21 q1 + φ22 q2

= 0,

2

q2ζ =

φ22 q2
,
φ21 q1 + φ22 q2

(13)

for all k ∈ [m] \ {1, 2}.

Since q1 and q2 are non-zero by assumption, one can tune φ21
2
2
and φ22 to induce any posterior q̃ = q ζ satisfying 0 < q1ζ < 1
2
2
and q1ζ = 1 − q2ζ . By construction we then have φ21 , φ22 > 0.
In the following, we will outline the procedure for tuning these
parameters such that the flow induced by signal ζ 2 results in
an informative equality constraint for the prior q.
Observe that when considering the signal ζ 2 , we have
simplified the situation by removing the influence from all
but the first two states on the posterior (by setting φ2k = 0 for
k = 3, 4, . . . ). That is, we have effectively reduced the analysis
to a two state case, as analyzed in Lemma III.6. Consequently
we can appeal to Lemma III.6 to conclude that there exists a
posterior q̃, with q̃1 ∈ (0, 1), q̃2 = 1 − q̃1 and q̃k = 0 for all
k = [m] \ {1, 2}, such that f q̃ ∈ Finf , where Finf is given
2
in (11). We fix φ12 and φ22 such that the posterior q ζ is equal
to such a posterior q̃. In that case, by definition of Finf , there
exists a road i satisfying 0 < fiq̃ < fiθ1 . Since f q̃ ∈ ∆n1 it
follows that there must be another road j satisfying fjq̃ > fjθ1 .
Since f q̃ is the q̃-WE flow and fiq̃ , fjq̃ > 0, we have from (3),
>
Ci (fiq̃ ) − Cj (fjq̃ ) q̃ = 0.
From (13) it follows that this is equivalent to
!>  
φ21 Ciθ1 (fiq̃ ) − Cjθ1 (fjq̃ )
q1

= 0,
q2
φ22 Ciθ2 (fiq̃ ) − Cjθ2 (fjq̃ )

(14)

where the denominator has been dropped, as it is the same in
all terms. Next we show that
!
φ21 Ciθ1 (fiq̃ ) − Cjθ1 (fjq̃ )
 6= 0,
(15)
φ22 Ciθ2 (fiq̃ ) − Cjθ2 (fjq̃ )
which then implies that the constraint in (14) is an informative
equality constraint on q. To obtain (15), note that since
fiθ1 > 0, by (3) we have
Ciθ1 (fiθ1 ) − Cjθ1 (fjθ1 ) ≤ 0.

(16)

Since the functions Ciθk are strictly increasing, we have
Ciθ1 (fiq̃ ) < Ciθ1 (fiθ1 ),

Cjθ1 (fjq̃ ) > Cjθ1 (fjθ1 ).

From (16) and the above, we then have
Ciθ1 (fiq̃ ) − Cjθ1 (fjq̃ ) < 0.
φ12

Since
and
that (15) holds.

φ22

(17)

are non-zero by construction it follows
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Step 2: Constructing rows 2 through m: For row k ∈
/ {1, 2},
there exists a state θl with l < k such that f θk 6= f θl . By
setting φkk0 = 0 for all k 0 ∈
/ {k, l} we can, similar to before,
k
induce any posterior q̃ = q ζ such that q̃k = 1 − q̃l . We can
then repeat the previous arguments to show that by tuning φkk
and φkl we can obtain an informative equality constraint on q
of the form
 !>  
φkl Ciθl (fiq̃ ) − Cjθl (fjq̃ )
ql

= 0.
qk
φkk Ciθk (fiq̃ ) − Cjθk (fjq̃ )
This equality constraint is necessarily linearly independent
from the other equality constraints obtained in this manner.
This can be seen by noting that the constraint generated by
row k involves qk , while the set of constraints generated by
the rows k 0 < k do not involve qk by construction. Thus,
in this manner we obtain m − 1 linear independent equality
constraints q.
Step 3: Constructing the first row: Once we have constructed
the rows 2 through m of the matrix Φ, we select the elements
of the first row to ensure that each column of Φ sums to one.
This is always possible, and a short procedure to do this is
described in Algorithm 2.
Finally, note that with the m − 1 linearly independent
equality constraints and the additional independent constraint
1> q = 1 derived from the condition that q ∈ ∆m
1 lies in the
simplex, we obtain m constraints that uniquely identify q. 
Remark III.8. In the proof of Proposition III.7 we make use
of a specific kind of signalling scheme in which each signal
except the first has a positive chance of being send only in two
states, and the first signal is used to ensure that the signalling
scheme satisfies all the required constraints. Mathematically,
the signalling scheme belongs to the set

Fsig := Φ ∈ CS(m, m) | ∀ v ∈ [m]\{1}, ∃kv < v
(18)
such that f θv 6= f θkv , and φvk = 0 ⇔ k 6∈ {v, kv } .
Such a scheme is used because for each signal, as mentioned,
the situation is effectively reduced to a two state case, allowing
for simpler analysis. Such a scheme is however, limited in that
it can derive at most one equality constraint from a signal.
If a signal can be send in more than two states, and the
resulting equilibrium has flow on more than two roads, more
information may be gained from one signal. Analysis however
becomes more difficult, since it is not clear if and how the
result of Lemma III.6 can be generalized to a case involving
more than two states.
•

[Informal description of Algorithm 1]: The procedure starts with an initial Φ(0) of the form (18),
such that for each signal k ∈ [m] \ {1} exactly two
elements in the k-th row of Φ(0) are non-zero. One
of these elements is φkk and the other is denoted φk`(k)
(cf. Line 1). At each iteration N , and for each row
k
k ∈ I, we check whether the flow f ζ observed
under the signalling scheme Φ(N ) when sending
signal ζ k results in an equality constraint on q (cf.
Line 7). If it does, then row k of Φ(N ) is not updated
in the for-loop and the ratio between φkk and φk`(k)
remains the same for all subsequent iterations (cf.
Lines 8 and 4). If not, then we consider two cases.
k
In the first case, the flow f ζ = f θk and the values
φkk and φk`(k) are updated so as to increase the ratio
φk`(k) /φkk in signalling scheme Φ(N +1). In this way,
the posterior induced by signal k in the next iteration
will assign less probability to state θk . This increase
in ratio is achieved in Lines 10 through 14. In the
k
second case, f ζ 6= f θk and we decrease the ratio
k
k
φ`(k) /φk in Line 17. After modifying rows in the
for-loop, the signalling scheme Φ(N + 1) is updated
in Line 20 so as to ensure that each column sums to
unity while the ratios φk`(k) /φkk are preserved. This
is done using Algorithm 2.
The above explained procedure not only identifies the right
signalling scheme, but can also determine the prior, since
the set of linear inequality constraints obtained together with
the observed flows define it uniquely. The following result
establishes the correctness of Algorithm 1.
Proposition III.9. (Convergence of Algorithm 1): Let R, Θ, C
and q be given, and assume that f θ1 6= f θ2 . Then, Algorithm 1
terminates in a finite number of iterations, denoted Nf , and
the resulting signalling scheme Φ(Nf ) is q-identifying.
Proof. For a signal k ∈ [m] \ {1}, we look at the properties of
φk

k

as the algorithm
f ζ , lowk (N ), upk (N ) and rk (N ) := φ`(k)
k
k
iterates. We first show that lowk (N ) ≤ upk (N ) for all N ,
which holds by definition for the initial iterate. We suppress
the argument N in the following few statements for the sake
of convenience. Observe that the signalling scheme maintains
the same sparsity pattern, of the form (18), in all iterations.
That is, φki = 0 for all i ∈
/ {`(k), k} and all iterations. This
effectively reduces the analysis to that of a two-state situation,
k
meaning that the posterior under signal ζ k , denoted q̃ = q ζ ,
k
satisfies q̃i = 0 for all i ∈
/ {`(k), k} and any choice of φ`(k) ,
k
φk . From Lemma III.6 there exist constants ak ∈ (0, 1] and
ck ∈ (0, 1) with ak > ck such that

C. Designing the signalling scheme
With existence of a q-identifying signalling scheme guaranteed under mild conditions, the next step would be to give
guidelines for how such a scheme can be designed. For this
purpose we provide Algorithm 1, which using observations
of the flow under various signals, updates a signalling scheme
until it is q-identifying. The algorithm uses signalling schemes
in the set (18), and requires the assumption of Proposition III.7
that the WE corresponding to states θ1 and θ2 are different.

q̃k ≥ ak ⇒ f q̃ = f θk ,
ak > q̃k > ck ⇒ f q̃ ∈ Finf .4

(19)

From (5), we have
q̃k =

φkk qk
qk
=
.
k
k
k
φ
φk qk + φ`(k) q`(k)
qk + φ`(k)
k q`(k)
k

4 Here we use θ and θ
k
`(k) instead of θ1 and θ2 respectively in the
definition of Finf in (11).
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Algorithm 1: Determine q-identifying Signalling
Scheme
Initialize: An index set I = {2, 3, · · · , m}, counter
N = 0, lower and upper bounds
lowk (0) = 0, upk (0) = ∞ for all k ∈ I, a
signalling scheme Φ(0) ∈ Fsig using (18)
k
1 For all k ∈ I set `(k) 6= k such that φ`(k) (0) 6= 0
θ
θ
2 Compute f k for all k ∈ [m] by solving VI(C k , H)
3 while I =
6 ∅ do
4
Set φji (N + 1) ← φji (N ) for all i ∈ [m] and
j ∈ [m] \ I
5
for k ∈ I do
k
6
Obtain f ζ under scheme Φ(N ) and signal ζ k
k
k
7
if ∃i, j ∈ [n] such that fiζ > 0, fjζ > 0 and
k

8
9
10

Algorithm 2: MSS: Make Signalling Scheme
Input: A signalling scheme Φ ∈ CS(m, m) such that
for all k ∈ [m] \ {1} there exist ` < k
k
θk
satisfying φP
6= f θ`
i 6= 0 ⇔ i ∈ {`, k} and f
j
1 Set a = maxi∈[m]
j∈[m]\{1} φi .
1
2 Set Φ ← a Φ
3 for k ∈ [m] do
P
4
Set φ1k ← 1 − j∈[m]\{1} φjk
5 end

k

Ciθk (fiζ ) − Cjθk (fjζ ) 6= 0 then
Set I ← I \ {k}
k
else if f ζ = f θk then
Set lowk (N + 1) ←

φk
`(k) (N )
,
φk
k (N )

upk (N + 1) ← upk (N ), and
φkk (N + 1) ← φkk (N )
11
12
13
14

15
16
17

if upk (N + 1) = ∞ then
Set φk`(k) (N + 1) ← 2φk`(k) (N )
else
Set φk`(k) (N + 1) ←
 k
1
2 lowk (N + 1) + upk (N + 1) φk (N )
end
else
φk (N )
Set upk (N + 1) ← φ`(k)
k (N ) ,
k

lowk (N + 1) ← lowk (N ), and
φkk (N + 1) ← φkk (N )
φk`(k) (N + 1) ←
1
2
18
19
20
21
22


lowk (N + 1) + upk (N + 1) φkk (N )

end
end
Set Φ(N + 1) ← MSS(Φ(N + 1))
Set N ← N + 1
end

Note that the influence of Φ on q̃k is completely determined
φk

by the ratio rk = φ`(k)
and that q̃k is monotonically decreasing
k
k
in rk with limrk →∞ q̃k = 0 and limrk →0 q̃k = 1. Thus, given
(19), and the relationship between q̃k and rk , we deduce that
there exist constants bk ≥ 0 and dk > bk such that
rk ≤ bk ⇒ f q̃ = f θk ,
dk > rk > bk ⇒ f q̃ ∈ Finf .

(20)

With this in mind, we now analyze the evolution of lowk
and upk . Note that lowk is only changed in line 10 of
the algorithm. Here we set lowk (N ) = rk (N ) whenever
f q̃ = f θk and thus from (20), lowk (N ) ≤ bk for all
N . Similarly, upk (N ) = rk (N ) whenever f q̃ 6= f θk and

no equality constraint is obtained. As shown in the proof
of Proposition III.7, whenever f q̃ ∈ Finf we obtain an
informative equality constraint. From (20) we then conclude
that upk (N ) ≥ dk . We now have lowk (N ) < upk (N ) for all
N . In fact, we have (bk , dk ) ⊆ (lowk (N ), upk (N )) for all N .
We also note that since dk > bk we have dk > 0 and bk < ∞.
Now we look at the evolution of rk (N ). We will show
that rk (N ) ∈ (bk , dk ) for some finite N and at that iteration,
we obtain an informative equality constaint corresponding to
signal k. This in turn shows termination of the algorithm in
finite number of iterations. Consider three cases: (a) dk = ∞;
(b) bk = 0 and dk < ∞; and (c) otherwise. In case (a),
at any N , we have either rk (N ) ∈ (bk , dk ) and we find
an informative equality constraint, or rk (N ) ≤ bk , implying f q̃ = f θk . In the latter case, rk (N + 1) = 2rk (N ).
Thus, there exists some N̄ such that rk (N̄ ) > bk , implying
rk (N̄ ) ∈ (bk , dk ). Similarly, in case (b), we have either
rk (N ) ∈ (bk , dk ) or rk (N ) ≥ dk . In the latter case, rk (N ) is
halved for the next iteration and so in finite number of steps
rk reaches (bk , dk ). In case (c), the arguments for case (a)
and (b) can be repeated to show that there exists N̄ such that
lowk (N̄ ) > 0 and upk (N̄ ) < ∞. Looking at the algorithm, we
see that the quantity upk (N ) − lowk (N ) is halved in every
subsequent iteration N ≥ N̄ . Since
 rk (N ) always belongs
to the interval lowk (N ), upk (N ) , it then reaches the set
(bk , dk ) in a finite number of iterations yielding an informative
equality constraint. Following these facts, we conclude that an
informative equality constraint is found in finite number of
iterations for each signal which completes the proof.

Remark III.10. (Practical considerations of implementing
Algorithm 1): To implement Algorithm 1 in real-life, note
that the TIS can only send certain signals at any time, as
the probability of a signal is fixed by the probability of state
occuring and the current signalling scheme. Therefore, in
practice, the TIS cannot send all signals in an ordered manner
at each iteration of the algorithm and then update Φ. Instead,
it would be best to update a row of Φ after each instance of a
game when the used signal does not induce a useful equality
constraint. We have presented the algorithm in its current form,
rather than the practically implementable one, to simplify the
exposition of the main idea of the scheme.
•
Example III.11. (Application of Algorithm 1 in 4-road 2-state
case): To shed light on the conclusions of Proposition III.7
and the workings of Algorithm 1, we revisit the 4-road, 2state case in Example III.4. Setting q = (0.5, 0.5)> , and using
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the initial signalling scheme

0.5
Φ(0) =
0.5

0.5
0.5

assume f˜1 > 0, f˜2 > 0. From the WE condition (3), we obtain

ρ> C1 (f˜1 ) − C2 (f˜2 ) = 0,
(21)

ϕ> C1 (f˜1 ) − C2 (f˜2 ) = 0.


,

we go through the steps of Algorithm 1 to find a q-identifying
signalling scheme. From (10) we derive f θ1 = (0.8, 0.2, 0, 0)>
and f θ2 = (0, 0, 0, 1)> . Using Φ(0) as a signalling scheme,
2
(5) gives us q ζ = q̃ = (0.5, 0.5)> . We can then use the
q̃
functions Ci (f ) and (3) to find that f q̃ = (0, 59 , 49 , 0)> is
the flow observed after sending signal ζ 2 . Even though there
is positive flow on two roads, the resulting constraint is not
informative, since C2θ2 ( 59 ) − C3θ2 ( 49 ) = 0. In Figure 2b this
can also be observed by noting that q̃ = (0.5, 0.5)> is in a
region of distributions where the flow remains constant. We
do have f q̃ 6= f θ2 which means that we will update Φ(0)
according to Line 17. Setting the values as prescribed there,
we get φ21 (1) = 0.25, φ22 (1) = 0.5. In Line 20 we then update
the first row to ensure that all columns of Φ(1) sum to one,
and thus we arrive at


0.75 0.5
Φ(1) =
.
0.25 0.5

From the above, the vector pλ = λρ + (1 − λ)ϕ satisfies

(pλ )> (C1 (f˜1 ) − C2 (f˜2 ) = 0.
for any λ ∈ R. That is, for any vector in the affine hull
of {ρ, ϕ}, the corresponding WE is f˜. Since ρ1 6= ϕ1 and
ρ, ϕ ∈ ∆21 , the distributions (0, 1) and (1, 0) are in the affine
hull of {ρ, ϕ}. Thus, under (21), we have f θ1 = f θ2 = f˜,
contradicting our assumption. This establishes part 1.
Part 2: Let ρ be such that f ρ = (1, 0). The proof is
analogous for the case when f ρ = (0, 1). For any ρ̄ ∈ ∆21
consider the following inequality:
ρ̄> (C2 (f2ρ ) − C1 (f1ρ )) ≥ 0.

(22)

The above is satisfied for ρ̄ = ρ as f ρ is the ρ-WE and the inequality then represents the WE condition (3). Expanding (22)
using f ρ = (1, 0) and ρ̄ = (ρ̄1 , 1 − ρ̄1 ), we get
ρ̄1 (α12 + β12 + β21 − α11 − β11 − β22 ) ≥ α12 + β12 − β22 . (23)

2

Using the new signalling scheme we find q ζ = q̃ = ( 31 , 23 )> ,
23 13 >
2
2
resulting in f q̃ = (0, 32
68 , 68 , 68 ) . Substituting φ1 (1), φ2 (1)
q̃
and f into (14), where we set i = 2, j = 4, we get
 1 32 1
>
2 13
4 ( 68 2 + 1.7 − 5 68 − 3.5)
q = 0.
3 13
1 32 1
2 ( 68 2 + 1.7 − 5 68 − 1)
Solving this we find q1 = q2 . Taken together with q1 + q2 = 1
this implies q = (0.5, 0.5)> . Thus, the q-identifying scheme
exists and is obtained in one iteration of the algorithm.
•
IV. I NFERRING THE PRIOR : THE 2- ROAD, 2- STATE CASE
The previous section provided an iterative algorithm to
arrive at a signalling scheme that is q-identifying. The method
required observing, in each iteration, the equilibrium flow
under various signals. While having access to such observations of flows is restrictive in practice, for a general setup, it
is impossible to determine a q-identifying signalling scheme
without them. However, this can be achieved for the particular
case of 2-road, 2-state networks. This section lays out this idea
in the main result, Proposition IV.4. The following result is the
first step; it shows that if two distributions ρ 6= ϕ induce the
same WE, then under such an equilibrium, the entire flow is
on only one road. It also shows that in this case the WE is
equal to either f θ1 or f θ2 .

Note that for the coefficient on the left-hand side we have
α12 + β12 + β21 − α11 − β11 − β22 6= 0,

(24)

since otherwise (23) and hence, (22) is satisfied for all ρ̄ ∈ ∆21 .
This implies that (1, 0) is a ρ̄-WE for all ρ̄ ∈ ∆21 which
contradicts the fact that f θ1 6= f θ2 . Moving on, using (24) we
deduce that there exists a value ρ̃1 such that (23) holds with
equality when ρ̄1 is replaced with ρ̃1 . Moreover, for ρ̄1 < ρ̃1 ,
the inequality (23) holds strictly, and whenever ρ¯1 > ρ̃1 , the
inequality (23) does not hold, or vice versa. Since (23) holds
for ρ̄1 = ρ1 ∈ [0, 1] and it does not hold for either ρ̄1 = 1
or ρ̄1 = 0, it follows that ρ̃1 ∈ [0, 1]. Collectively, these
facts imply that the inequality (23) is satisfied for exactly one
of the two cases, ρ̄1 = 0 or ρ̄1 = 1. Since (23) and (22)
are equivalent, the flow f ρ = (1, 0) is a WE under either
distribution (0, 1) or (1, 0). Equivalently, f ρ ∈ {f θ1 , f θ2 },
which completes the proof.

2-road, 2-state p-WE for different distributions

1

0.8
0.6
0.4

Lemma IV.1. (Characterizing unique p-WE caused by distinct
distributions): Let R = [2], Θ = {θ1 , θ2 }, and C be given and
assume f θ1 6= f θ2 . We have the following:
1) If
fρ
2) If
fρ

there exist two distributions ρ 6= ϕ such that
= f ϕ = f˜, then f˜ ∈ {(1, 0), (0, 1)}.
there exists a distribution ρ such that
∈ {(1, 0), (0, 1)}, then f ρ ∈ {f θ1 , f θ2 }.

Proof. Part 1: Consider two probability distributions ρ 6= ϕ
with f ρ = f ϕ = f˜ = (f˜1 , f˜2 ). For the sake of contradiction,

0.2
0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Fig. 4: A graph showing the relationship between the p-WE and
the distribution p for the 2-road, 2-state case in Example III.4. The
vertical lines mark the values of p1 where the flow switches from
being constant to changing with respect to p1 .
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Figure 4 illustrates the consequences of Lemma IV.1 for the
2-road 2-state case in Example III.4. It highlights the three
regions for p: when p1 ∈ [0, 1.333] we have f p = (1, 0)> ; for
p1 ∈ [0.8, 1] the flow is f p = (0, 1)> ; and in between these
two regions, when p1 ∈ (0.133, 0.8), the flow does not remain
constant, and in fact we have f p ∈ Finf . The following result
combines Lemma IV.1 and III.6 and formalizes the observation
made above for the example.
Corollary IV.2. (Characterizing p-WE): Let R = [2], Θ =
{θ1 , θ2 }, and C be given and assume f θ1 6= f θ2 . For p ∈ ∆21 , if
p∈
/ {pθ1 , pθ2 }, then either f p ∈ {(1, 0), (0, 1)} or f p ∈ Finf .
Guided by this observation we are interested in identifying
the set of distributions f p ∈ Finf . The next result gives an
explicit expression for this set in the general case.
Lemma IV.3. (Characterizing distributions leading to Finf ):
Let R = [2], Θ = {θ1 , θ2 }, and C be given and assume
f θ1 6= f θ2 . Suppose the following conditions hold:
α12 + β12 + β21 − α11 − β11 − β22 6= 0,
α22 + β11 + β22 − α21 − β12 − β21 6= 0.

(25)

Let qlow and qup be defined as
qlow = max(0, a),

qup

= min(1, b),

(26)

where, a and b satisfy a ≤ b and are defined as5
α12 + β12 − β22
,
α12 + β12 + β21 − α11 − β11 − β22
β22 + α22 − β12
.
b= 2
α2 + β11 + β22 − α21 − β12 − β21

a=

(27)

Then, for a distribution p = (p1 , 1 − p1 ) ∈ ∆21 , we have
f p ∈ Finf if and only if p1 ∈ (qlow , qup ).
Proof. Let p = (p1 , 1 − p1 ) ∈ ∆21 . First we will show that
fp ∈
/ {(1, 0), (0, 1)} ⇔ p1 ∈ (a, b).

(28)

In order to do so, let ap = (a, 1 − a) and bp = (b, 1 − b). By
definition of a and b given in (27), one can deduce that

a>
(29a)
p C1 (1) − C2 (0) = 0,

>
bp C1 (0) − C2 (1) = 0.
(29b)
Note that a and b are not necessarily in [0, 1], and consequently
ap and bp are not necessarily in ∆21 . Despite this fact, we
can repeat the arguments made in part 2 of the proof of
Lemma IV.1. That is, taking into account the condition (25),
the equality (29a), and the fact that a ≤ b, we reach the
conclusion that for any distribution p = (p1 , 1 − p1 ) ∈ ∆21
we have f p = (1, 0) if and only if p1 ≤ a. Similarly, we have
that f p = (0, 1) if and only if p1 ≥ b. These two statements
combined yield (28). We can use (28), and the assumption
f θ1 6= f θ2 to show that a < 1, b > 0 and a < b. To see
how, note that a ≥ 1 would imply f θ1 = f θ2 = (1, 0),
which contradicts f θ1 6= f θ2 . Thus we have a < 1, and
5 The assumption a ≤ b is without loss of generality, since it can always
be enforced by a relabeling of roads, if necessary. Note that both a and b are
well-defined by assumption (i.e. the denominators are non-zero.).

using similar arguments we see that b > 0. When a = b
we have ap = bp . Since 0 < b = a < 1 we see that in this
case ap = (a, 1 − a) ∈ ∆21 is a valid probability distribution.
However, since f ap = (1, 0) and f bp = (0, 1) this contradicts
the uniqueness of the p-WE, and therefore a 6= b which shows
that we have a < b. We note that the previous observations
also imply 0 ≤ qlow < qup ≤ 1.
Bearing (28) and the conclusion of Corollary IV.2 in mind,
for p ∈ ∆21 , p1 ∈ (a, b), we have f p ∈ Finf as long as
p∈
/ {pθ1 , pθ2 }. This is true whenever p1 ∈
/ {0, 1}. Conversely,
note that p1 ∈ {0, 1} implies f p ∈
/ Finf . Thus, we have that
f p ∈ Finf if and only if p1 ∈ (a, b) and p1 ∈
/ {0, 1} hold and,
since we require p ∈ ∆21 , we also have p1 ∈ [0, 1]. Since a < b,
and using the definition of qlow and qup this is equivalent to
saying f p ∈ Finf if and only if p1 ∈ (qlow , qup ).

Revisiting the example in Figure 4, we get a = 0.133 and
b = 0.8 from (27). We note that in general, these values can
lie outside the interval [0, 1]. For instance, if a < 0 we arrive
at a scenario where f1p < 1 for all p ∈ ∆21 . Instead of dividing
the distributions into three regions, we can then divide them
into two regions and a single point, namely, a region where
f p = (0, 1)> , one where f p ∈ Finf , and the point p = pθ2 .
Such a scenario highlights the fact that conditions (25) in the
above result do not need to hold. When one or both of the
conditions are violated, this can be intepreted as a or b lying
at ±∞, which does not change the result. Lemma IV.3 is
nonetheless presented in this form to ease the exposition.
Next, using Lemma IV.3, and given some known minimum
probability c > 0 that is assigned to each state under the prior
q, the main result of this section gives conditions under which
a signalling scheme is guaranteed to be q-identifying.
Proposition
R = [2], Θ
assumptions
q1 , q2 ≥ c. If

IV.4. (Designing signalling scheme): Let
= {θ1 , θ2 }, and C be given and let the
of Lemma IV.3 hold. In addition, assume
the signalling scheme
 1

φ1 φ12
Φ=
∈ CS(2, 2)
φ21 φ22

satisfies
c
qlow 1 − c 2
qup
φ22 > φ21 >
φ2 ,
1 − qup 1 − c
1 − qlow c

(30)

c
where qup and qlow are given in (26) and qup 1−c
φ22 = ∞
when qup = 1, then Φ is q-identifying.

Proof. We write the posterior induced under the signal ζ 2 as
2
q̃ = q ζ . The aim of this proof is to show that when using
a signalling scheme satisfying (30) we have q̃1 ∈ (qlow , qup ),
where qlow and qup are defined in (26). We then appeal to
Lemma IV.3 to conclude that f q̃ ∈ Finf . As argued in the
proof of Proposition III.7, this will result in an informative equality constraint on q. This, along with q1 + q2 = 1,
uniquely determines q and so, we conclude that Φ is qidentifying. As mentioned in the proof of Lemma IV.3 we
have 0 ≤ qlow < qup ≤ 1. In other words, (qlow , qup ) is nonempty, and contained in (0, 1).
To show that q̃1 belongs to (qlow , qup ), we first proof that
q̃1 is a nondecreasing function of the first component of the
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prior q1 . To that end we use (5) and q ∈ ∆21 to write q̃1 as a
function of q1 as follows:
q̃1 (q1 ) =

φ21 q1
2
φ1 q1 + φ22 (1

− q1 )

.

Taking the derivative with respect to q1 , we get
∂
φ21 φ22
q̃1 (q1 ) =
2 ≥ 0.
∂q1
φ21 q1 + φ22 (1 − q1 )
Using this monotonicity, and the assumption q1 ≥ c, we find
q̃1 ≥

φ21 c

φ21 c
.
+ (1 − c)φ22

(31)

φ2 c

1
Thus it is sufficient to ensure φ2 c+(1−c)φ
2 > qlow to guarantee
1
2
q̃1 > qlow .The lower bound in (30) is obtained by rewriting
(31). Using similar reasoning, q̃1 < qup can be ensured by the
upper bound in (30). This concludes the proof.


We conclude this section by using Proposition IV.4 to find
a q-identifying signalling scheme for the example depicted in
Figure 4, using c = 0.2. Substituting this value for c as well
as qlow = 0.133 and qup = 0.8 into (30) we get
φ22 > φ21 > 0.6154φ22 .
To satisify these inequalities we can for instance use


0.2 0
Φ=
.
0.8 1
For any q ∈ ∆21 satisfying q1 , q2 > 0.2, we now know that
2
for the above signalling scheme f ζ ∈ Finf and that we can
2
therefore derive q by observing f ζ .
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In the context of routing games, we have investigated how
a TIS can derive information about the prior believes of a
population by observing the equilibrium flows induced by
different public signals containing information about the state
of the network. We have shown that under mild assumptions
there always exist signalling schemes that will allow the TIS
to fully learn the prior of the population. We have provided
an algorithm for updating a given signalling scheme step
by step in order to find a scheme sufficient for identifying
the held believes. For the relatively simple two-road, twostate case and under some additional assumptions we have
given conditions under which such a signalling scheme can
be designed beforehand. We have used numerical examples to
motivate our line of research and illustrate our results.
In the future, we aim to expand our results to more realistic
scenarios, such as when only noisy observation of the WE
are available, when private signalling schemes are used, when
non-parallel networks are considered or edges have non-affine
cost functions. Another interesting but challenging line of
research is to investigate optimality of signalling schemes
when balancing the objective of gaining information about the
prior and minimizing the social cost.
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